ECOSYSTEM for INTEGRAL INNOVATION
DAC as an INTEGRAL INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM

CREATIVE TALENTS

UNIVERSITIES CONNECTING INSTITUTIONS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS

INVENTIONS

INSPIRING NEW APPROACHES

START UPS

INVESTORS RISK CAPITAL

COPORATE COMPANIES

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITIES

AASGON Africa-Pacific Academia

ALADI Latin American Academia

INTAKE GROUP

LVI - BW

BWCON

OUTCOME

TARGET GROUPS
EMINTIN JOINT MASTER DEGREE

EDUCATING INTEGRAL INNOVATORS

We make bright people glow

DAC PEOPLE PUBLIC CREATIVITY

for CREATIVE COMMUNITIES

Innovation is Hope

DAC EXCHANGE EXCELLENCE CENTER

for CREATIVE BUSINESS

From Brain to Business

DAC UP PUBLIC EXPOSURE

EVENTS and ON LINE PRESENCE

DAC Conferences, Exhibitions
DAC Web Site